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INCISIVE INVESTOR

WEEK IN REVIEW
STOCKS CLOSE MOSTLY HIGHER AFTER 
BLOCKBUSTER JANUARY JOBS REPORT

Review  of  t he week ended February 1, 2019

- FOMC signals rat es are halt ed
- US January nonfarm  payrolls soar
- Trum p and Xi t o m eet  regarding t rade
- UK Par liam ent  vot es t o discuss Brexit ; EU declines
- Germ any t alks t ax cut s am idst  slow ing grow t h
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Stocks kicked off February on a tepid note 
but managed to close mostly higher Friday 
after an unexpectedly strong January jobs 
report helped to blunt the sting of a weak 
outlook from e-commerce giant 
Amazon.com Inc.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose to 
extend its winning streak for a sixth week, 
the longest since November 2017 when the 
blue-chip index advanced for eight weeks in 
a row.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA rose 
64.22 points, or 0.3%, to end at 25,063.89, 

up 1.3% for the week. The S&P 500 index 
SPX climbed 2.43 points to 2,706.53, adding 
1.6% for the week. The Nasdaq Composite 
Index COMP shed 17.87 points, or 0.3%, to 
close at 7,263.87 but added 1.4% for the 
week.
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contained in this newsletter is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

Dovish Fed pacif ies m arket s

Interest rates fell and risky assets 
strengthened this week after a very dovish 
commentary from the US Federal Reserve 
after the January meeting of the FMOC 
(Federal Open Market Committee). 
Policymakers seemed to go out of their way to 
reverse course after sending a more 
hawkish-than-intended signal to markets after 
their last meeting in mid-December, which 
was followed by a slide in stocks and a spike in 
credit spreads. The Fed showed that its next 
move could be either a hike or a cut, a move 
from signaling further hikes in each of its 
policy statements for the past several years. 
Fed chairman Jerome Powell said that the case 
for more interest rate hikes had weakened 
lately while downplaying the chance of a 
significant increase in inflation. The central 
bank further indicated that it is likely to 
maintain a larger balance sheet than it had 
planned, with the runoff of assets projected to 
end early this fall at a terminal size of around 
$3.5 trillion, a much higher level than markets 
expected when the runoff began.

US January payrolls r ise but  Decem ber  
revised lower

Nonfarm payrolls increased in January as the 
United States added 304,000 jobs compared 
with expectations of a 170,000 rise. On the flip 
side, December 's astonishing jump was 
reviewed down by 90,000 jobs. November 's 
total was reviewed higher by 20,000. This 
month's rise in payrolls was the 100th straight 
month of gains. Also in the payroll report was 
the news that the unemployment rate had 
upticked to 4%, partially as a result of the US 
government shutdown, according to the US 
Department of Labor, while average hourly 
earnings rose 3.2% year over year.

US and China reconnect  on t rade but  deal 
m ust  wait

Trade negotiators from the US and China met 
in Washington this week, but no 
breakthroughs were accomplished. However, 
the stage was set for a meeting between 
Chinese president Xi Jinping and US president 
Donald Trump in late February, at which 
Trump pointed to the leaders possibly being 
able to create a complete and thorough 
agreement. Trump also suggested that the 
talks may need to be extended past the March 
1st deadline the US levied at the beginning of 
the negotiations.
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UK pursues w it hdrawal agreem ent  do-over

A series of votes commenced in the British 
Parliament this week gave Prime Minister 
Theresa May an order to seek alterations to 
the withdrawal agreement between the United 
Kingdom and the European Union. The most 
argumentative issue remains the alleged "Irish 
backstop," which possibly locks the UK into a 
customs union with the EU until a system is 
put in place to allow customs checks along the 
border between Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
EU officials immediately said the EU will not 
renegotiate the withdrawal agreement. In the 
near term, bystanders more and more expect 
the UK to ask for an extension of Article 50 
from the EU, a request that will likely be 
granted, as neither side wants a no-deal 
Brexit.

As grow t h slows, Germ any cont em plat es 
st im ulus

In the middle of falling demand for German 
exports, German economy minister Peter 
Altmaier has called for ?10 billion in new 
measures to stimulate Germany's economy. 
The package includes incentives for corporate 
investment and tax deductions for 
investments in energy efficiency for 
households and businesses. These measures 
may only be a start, as Chancellor Angela 
Merkel is discussing a sweeping cut in 
corporate taxes, taking the rate down from 
above 30% today to 25%, in order to fight 
against the recent economic slowdown. 
Germany is positioned well to carry out fiscal 
stimulus given its budget and current account 
surpluses.
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Shares of Amazon.com AMZN skidded 5.4% 
after it reported record holiday-quarter 
earnings and revenue late Thursday, but 
offered an outlook for the current quarter 
that was below expectations.

Shares of Merck & Co. MRK rose 2.7% after 
the pharmaceutical giant reported 
fourth-quarter earnings and revenue that 
surpassed consensus expectations.

Honeywell International Inc. HON gained 
0.8% after the firm reported adjusted profit 
and revenue that rose above expectations.

Shares of Cigna Corp. CI slid 2.9% after the 
health care company said profit fell 46% in 
the fourth quarter.

Shares of Symantec Corp. SYMC soared 9% 
after the cybersecurity company reported 
better-than-expected quarterly earnings and 
revenue.

EARNINGS NEWS

With nearly 46% of the constituents of the S&P 
500 Index having reported for Q4 2018, 
blended earnings per share, which combines 
reported data with approximations for those 
who have yet to report, shows that earnings 
growth is running at a 12.4% year over year 

pace while revenues are seen rising 6.4% 
compared with the same quarter a year ago, 
according to FactSet Research. However, MFS 
global investment strategist Robert Almeida 
cautions that stripping out the effect of last 
year 's US overhaul would reduce earnings 
growth to closer to 7%.
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THE WEEK AHEAD

This checklist can give you a quick snapshot of how prepared you are. 

                                                                                                                  -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)

THE PRE-RETIREMENT CHECKLIST
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